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Shawn Hibbard joins Holocom 
 

TEMPE, AZ - Shawn Hibbard is joining the Holocom, Inc. team as the Vice President of Business 

Development. Hibbard most recently served as the Chief Operating Officer of Regroup Building Services, a 

Virginia Class A Contractor. Previously, beginning in 2013, Hibbard held sales, account management, and 

operations leadership roles with national contractors, Dynamic Federal Solutions and CommScope, 

specializing in protective distribution systems (PDS), structured cabling, security, access control, 

emergency evacuation systems and fixtures. 

Hibbard was brought on to expand Holocom’s network, enhancing existing relationships and creating new 

connections leading to domestic and international growth. With his more than 10 years of experience in 

PDS and structured cabling solutions and more than 22 years in the U.S. Army, Hibbard will partner with 

customers to develop efficient and scalable solutions while working with installation partners to meet 

Holocom quality standards. Jay Anaya, CEO said, “The Holocom leadership team is excited to welcome 

Shawn into this important role. His commitment to genuine partnership and knowledge of our patented 

product line gives us confidence we will meet our growth goals.” 

Hibbard will be stepping into a new role with Holocom as Vice President of Business Development 

including overseeing marketing for the organization. “I’ve had the pleasure to partner with the Holocom 

team over the years and I respect them. Holocom offers high quality PDS solutions, I am honored to 

represent these products to our government and military customers. Additionally, the Holocom team has 

become experts in structured cabling solutions. These core competencies present many opportunities to 

expand our offering into the commercial market space globally.” We are excited at the possibilities and 

the renewed energy that the team has and look forward to our growth as well as our partners in the 

government and commercial market. 

What is PDS (protective distribution system)? Holocom's proprietary high-security enclosures and raceway 

provides physical security to networks and limit unauthorized entry and access. Our PDS utilizes a user-

friendly interlocking design while making future moves, adds and changes (MAC) fast, simple and cost 

effective. We are the only PDS manufacturer to provide the full package of enclosures, raceways and alarm 

monitoring systems. We provide completely custom solutions with our in-house product design. Utilizing 

our 3D printer, we can have low-cost scaled prototypes within days. Discover more at: www.holocom.com 
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